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Death is the only answer

2011 Doctor Who episode Death Is the Only AnswerDoctor Who episodeCastDoctor Matt Smith (Eleventh Doctor) Other Nickolas Grace – Albert Einstein[1] Paul Kasey – Ood ProductionOhed:Jeremy WebbWritten byChildren of Oakley CE Junior SchoolExecutive producer(1]1) s)Steven MoffatPiers WengerBeth WillisRunning time4
minutes First broadcast1 October 2011 (2011-10-01)Chronology ← Preceded by River Song Wedding followed by →Tohtori, Widow and Wardrobe Death is the only answer is a special miniseries from the British science fiction TV series Doctor Who , which was first broadcast on BBC Three (as part of Doctor Who Confidential) on 1
October 2011. It was written through the Script to Screen competition, in which junior schools were asked to write a script involving the Eleventh Doctor and his enemies. The competition was won by the children of Oakley CE Junior School. In the miniseries, The Doctor's Fez invites its former owner Albert Einstein (Nickolas Grace) to the
TARDIS. Einstein carries a mysterious liquid that turns Einstein into an ode. The plot episode begins with Doctor in the TARDIS reunited with his fez Big Bang. Looking back on it, he happily stumbles, knocks fez out of the head and hits the lever on the console. Fez disappears and Albert Einstein appears with a fez in his head. Einstein
greets the Doctor and explains that he had worked with a time machine and thought he had discovered the vital part of the mysterious liquid that Einstein believes to be bionic fusion fluid. The doctor offers to test it, but Einstein insists on testing it himself and turns to walk away from the console. However, the liquid spits in his face and
turns Einstein into an ode. For a few seconds, Albert-Ood repeats Death is the only answer, confusing the Doctor. Suddenly a white cylinder vortex appears and Albert-Ood walks towards it and somehow manages to turn back into Einstein. Einstein asks to go home, so the doctor leaves him in 1945 (September 18, about 2 p.m.). The
doctor embarks on another adventure, while some of the liquid remains on the floor slowly moving. The production Writing Death Is the Only Answer has written four students from Oakley Junior School. Death Is the Only Answer is the winner of BBC Learning's Script to Screen writing competition,[2], which began on 28 April 2011 and
encouraged children aged 9 to 11 to collaborate with the 11th Doctor's three-minute manuscript. [3] The script could also include a new human figure and an enemy of Oodi, Judoon, Cyberman or the Weeping Angel. [4] BBC Learning's website contained learning resources for teachers and students to practice their writing skills, while Matt
Smith, Karen Gillan and Arthur Darvill presented a series of videos rendered by the Doctor, Amy Pond and Rory Williams. [3] Videos were also produced with advice on how to write a good script and the directions of the character and stage. [3] The response to the competition was large, 292,000 downloads of online teaching material. [4]
Children's teacher Kevin Downing had told all middle schoolers about the competition at the meeting and asked them to come up with a good plot in small groups. He said they spent about three hours over several weeks writing the script. Doctor Who fans had a great time reflecting on how the Doctor would react to things, what he would
say and imagine what it would look like on screen. Of course, none of us ever imagined that the school would win the competition, but it was exciting to get on board and get the finished script to look back in the years to come. [4] The selected manuscript was written by four oakley CE Junior School students: Adam Shephard, Ben
Weston, Daniel Heaton and Katie Hossick. They chose Oodi for a mini-episode after deciding that cybermen walk a little too slowly, judoons aren't really scary, and a crying angel wouldn't really do anything. Albert Einstein's appearance came about because students had learned about him at school. [5] Selection and filming The winners
were selected by showrunner Steven Moffat, BBC Learning controller Saul Nassé and Doctor Who executive producer Piers Wenger and Beth Willis. [4] Moffat said I loved the nominated intoxicant scripts, there was so much skill and enthusiasm on display that it was really, very, very difficult to judge. There was really, really skilful writing,
there was a very exiting [sic], how they got the Doctor's voice and how they always used doctor who's strict limitations to their advantage, very exciting. Matt Smith was impressed with the chosen script and especially albert einstein's role in the miniseries. Smith, who had also written his own stories about Einstein's meeting with the Doctor,
said the story was brilliantly realised. They [the kids] did it with aplomb. [5] The winners were taken to the Upper Boat Studios complex near Cardiff, Wales, to watch their episode being shot, while the Doctor Who Confidential team was there to document the transition from screenwriting to the big screen. [3] Actors Nickolas Grace
previously appeared in the seventh doctor's voice drama Bang-Bang-a-Boom! in which he played Loozly,[6] and time lord Straxus in the eighth doctor's voice dramas Human Resources,[7] Sisters of the Flame[8] and Vengeance of Morbius. [9] Death Is the Only Answer aired in the finale of Doctor Who Confidential on October 1, 2011.
previous episodes detailed a variation of the script to the screen. [1] [3] References ^ a b When time froze. A doctor who's confidential. Series 6. Episode 13. 1 October 2011. Bbc. BBC Three. ^ The BBC publishes one mini-episode of Doctor Who (Press release). Bbc. 24 August 2011. Retrieved 24 August 2011. ^ a b c d e Doctor Who
Script to Screen Competition Opens. Bbc. 28 April 2011. 10 December 2011. ^ a b c d e Manuscript for display: winners announced!. Bbc. 7 July 2011. Archived from the original on 10 July 2011. Retrieved 10 December 2011. ^ a b Tostevin, Dan (November 17, 2011). Analytical... Inspirational... Confidential. Doctor Who magazine. Royal
Tunbridge Wells, Kent: Panini Comics (441): 36–38. ^ Doctor Who — Bang-Bang-A-Boom!. Big ending. Retrieved 2 October 2011. ^ Doctor Who — Human Resources Department 1. Big ending. Retrieved 2 October 2011. ^Doctor Who — Sisters of the Flame. Big ending. Retrieved 2 October 2011. ^ Doctor Who — Revenge of Morbius.
Big ending. Retrieved 2 October 2011. External links In Wiki series are quotes related: The eleventh Dr. Death is the only answer on Tardis Data Core, an external wiki retrieved from an doctor whose death is the only answer This is the topic many people are looking for. is a channel that provides useful information about learning, life,
digital marketing and online courses .... It will help you get an overview and solid multi-faceted information . Today to introduce you to doctor who - (mini episode) death is the only answer. Here are the instructions in the video below: Tags:YouTube EditorThank you to watching all articles on the topic DOCTOR WHO – (mini episode) death
is the only answer. All are very good. We hope you will be satisfied with the article. If you have any questions, please leave a comment below. I hope you support our website even more. Edit Credited writers are the children of Oakley CE Junior School, who won the competition to write the episode. See more » User Reviews Edit release
date: 2011 (UK) See more » Also known as: Death is the only answer See more » Driving time: 4 min See full specifications » 2 comments An Ood, Einstein's liquid Oakley Junior School Death Is the Only Answer was a mini-episode broadcast on Doctor Who Confidential. It debuted on BBC 3 as part of When Time Froze. Doctor Who
Confidential and BBC Learning teamed up with a competition of British students aged 9-11 to write the script for doctor who short. The winning script was selected by Doctor Who producers Steven Moffat, Piers Wenger and Beth Willis, as well as BBC Learning air traffic controller Saul Nassé. The authors of the winning screenplay were
Adam, Daniel, Katie and Ben, Year Six students at Oakley C.E. Junior School in Basingstoke. Content[show] Plot Edit in its Tardis console room The Eleventh Doctor celebrates the acquisition of a new fez formerly owned by his old friend Albert Einstein. The doctor stumbles near the console and knocks fez out of his hands into the
console lever. The doctor accidentally presses another lever, causing the fez to disappear. The time portal appears and Einstein himself stumbles through it with Fez confused. Einstein he's been working. Work. His own attempt at a time machine, but when he tried to turn it off, he arrived at TARDIES. Einstein also thought he had found
an important part of the finishing touches to his time-work - a green liquid that he believed was bionic fusion fluid. After scanning the fluid, the doctor informs Einstein that he's wrong. As Einstein walks away from the console to do some tests with liquid, the bottle suddenly bubbles and the liquid splashes over his face, turned him into an
ode that repeats the phrase: Death is the only answer. The doctor has a TARDIS that creates an energy field that will turn Albert back to normal on his own. The doctor recommends that Albert keep his fried hair because it looks the most scientific. The Doctor leaves Albert on September 18, 1945 and embarks on another adventure;
Without the doctor's notice, einstein's fluid remains on the floor of the console room. Cast Edit The Doctor - Matt Smith Albert Einstein - Nickolas Grace Ood - Paul Kasey References Edit The Doctor mentions that the Daleks destroyed Einstein's toothbrush in a recent encounter, or if his memory slips, in the last century. The doctor and
Einstein are old friends. Story Notes Edit Ratings Edit to Add Shooting Locations Edit to Add Production Errors Edit To talk about narrative issues in this story — such as plot holes and things that appear to conflict with other stories — go to the pause conversation in this episode. Add Continuity Edit The doctor has received a new fez
previously owned by Albert Einstein. He mentions River Song blowing up his old fezi. (TV: Big Bang) Albert Einstein temporarily turns into Oodi or replaces it. Their last appearance was on TV: the Doctor's wife. The doctor says of the TARDIS that this 'old rubbish' exists until the end of time. As a matter of fact, it was. This is the second
time Einstein has been seen on, referring to the invisible adventures of Einstein and the Doctor. His debut was with the Seventh Doctor on TV: Time and the Rani, explaining that the TARDIS was all relative. He once took his picture with the 11th Doctor and a Christmas party at Frank Sinatra's hunting lodge. (TV: Christmas Carol) The
doctor also used fez to share adventures with Kazran Sardick and Abigail Pettigrew, as well as appearing in Laurel and Hardy's film. (TV: Christmas Carol, Impossible Astronaut) The doctor notes that Einstein should keep his fluffy hair because it looks more sturdy in science. This is a nod to Einstein's famous large and often exaggerated
fluffy hairstyle, with which he was seen most of his life as a theoretical physicist. DVD/Blu-ray release Edit Although an episode of Doctor Who Confidential that included Death is the only answer was included in series 6 DVD and Blu-ray box sets as Cutdown editing, this mini-episode was not included, although its follow-up, Good as Gold,
included in the UK edition of series 7. It joins a handful of other mini-songs, including Series 2 Tardisodes and P.S., which have yet to receive a home video release. Free.
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